Advances In Photochemistry, Volume 26
More than a simple survey of the current literature, Advances in Photochemistry offers critical evaluations written by internationally recognized experts. These pioneering scientists offer unique and varied points of view of the existing data. Their articles are challenging as well as provocative and are intended to stimulate discussion, promote further research, and encourage new developments in the field. This series provides photochemists a forum for critical, authoritative evaluations of advances in every area of photochemistry, including organic, inorganic, and biological topics. Volume 26 continues to report recent advances with a significant, up-to-date selection of papers by internationally recognized researchers. Topics include: Photochemistry of triarylmethane dye leuconitrites. Structure and reactivity of organic intermediates as revealed by time-resolved infrared spectroscopy. Semiconductor photocatalysis for organic synthesis. Photophysical probes of DNA sequence-directed structure and dynamics.
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